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From the Editor’s Desk…

This issue is has surprised me with

its bulk; something for everyone in this one, I believe. Thank you once again
to all those who have submitted items for print. We learn this time about
our members Faye Knoblick, Teresa Parasynchuk, and Gwendolyn
Gogolinski.
Please allow me to draw your attention to a submission by Val Robinson, just in time for Remembrance
Day. “Lest We Forget!” is Val’s story of being born in an internment camp in Austria, and going back to
visit that same place recently.
As well, the “Lost Uncle…” story captures local man Lawrence Gordon’s experiences in trying to
confirm the identity of WWII soldier involving cutting-edge DNA and numerous wide-spread
volunteers. (***Concerning this “Lost Uncle…” story, it will be our pleasure to host Mr. Gordon as he
brings our branch a presentation on his experiences at the January meeting! Mark your calendars you won’t want to miss this one! –lb)
With winter just around the corner, we are heading into cold weather – the perfect time for getting
back to the search…

“Around here, however, we don’t look backwards for very long. We
keep moving forward, opening up new doors and doing new things,
because we’re curious… and curiosity keeps leading us down new
paths. Keep moving forward.”
(Walt Disney, from “Meet the Robinsons”, 2007)
The above quote somewhat applies, except that genealogists are ALWAYS looking backwards in time to
move forwards in genealogy! Without the curiosity that each of us has, genealogy wouldn’t be the
flourishing hobby that it is today. It seems there are always new resources coming available and new
ways to think ourselves through our roadblocks.
Don’t forget that one of the most valuable ways to move forward can be to make use of our extensive
library. Members are welcome at our library from 9 am – 4 pm each Wednesday, and visitors are
invited between 1 pm - 3 pm on Wednesdays (with other times subject to special arrangement). Our
membership has widely varied interests, and you may find that another member has tackled a similar
dilemma to one you may have. If you have questions, please ask – our members are more than willing
to offer assistance. Working together, we all succeed.
Lastly, I am pleased to say that our membership has really grown in the past couple months – welcome
to all new members, and members from previous years who have decided to come back. We look
forward to getting to know you and your interests…
So I hope we will all find some time during the impending cold to grab a hot drink, settle in, and lose
ourselves in this fascinating hobby (or addiction, if you’d rather). I wish you all fantastic discoveries! –
lb
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What’s New In The Library!
By Faye Knoblick
New and donated books that have been added to our library…..
Area Histories
-

From Prairie Trails to Pivot Tracks 2005 – Burdett, AB
Etzikom 1910-1990 Prairie & People (Post Offices: Faith, Endon, Etzikom,
Gahern, Avalon) – Etzikom, AB
Between the Forks ‘Hays’ 1952-2002 – Hays, AB
The Wimborne & District History 1900-2012 – Wimborne, AB

Germans From Russia
-

The German Colonies on the Lower Volga
The German Emigration from the Volga Region to America in the 1870’s
1798 Census of German Colonies Along the Volga (Vol. 2)
The “German Question” in the Black Sea Region & in Volhynia (1856-1914)
Bessarabian Marriages (1833-1885), St. Petersburg Consistory Archives (Vol. 1)
Origins, Development & Dissolution of the German Colonies on the Black Sea via
Example of Kandel (from 1808 until 1944)
Annotated Bibliography of Materials Available for Purchase from AHSGR,
Lincoln, NE

the

Informative articles can be found in the following newsletters filed in the library…..
British Columbia
‘Cariboo Notes’ - Quesnel Branch - Summer/Fall 2013
- The Reids of Ireland who came to Muddy York, ON (an e-mail address is given if anyone has any
info they would like to share)
Alberta
‘B & D Heir Lines’ - Brooks Branch - Spring 2013
- check out the Brooks & District Branch website www.agsbrooks.com for a listing of sixteen
cemeteries which are fully searchable with indexed obituaries showing person’s name, place/date of
birth & date of death
‘Chinook’ - AFHS, Calgary - Spring/April 2013
- informative articles on the The Provincial Archives, Public Libraries in Calgary, Vital Statistics,
Glenbow Library & Archives, Family History Centres & the Military Museums & Archives, all in
Alberta
‘Chinook’ - AFHS, Calgary - Summer/July 2013
- Brief Introduction to Quarter Sessions Records in England & Wales
- Land Tax Records: Cornwood Parish, Devon, England
‘Heritage Seekers’ - Grande Prairie Branch - June 2013
- Story of Sarah Pope born in Lincolnshire, England, married to Alexander Mumert in Illinois, U.S.A.
‘The Tree Climber’ - Red Deer Branch - June 2013
- ‘Blogs’…create your own Blog, family history blogs worth reading, etc.
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Saskatchewan
‘Bulletin’ - SGS, Regina - April 2013
- The Work Colony of Eisenau, the Founding of the Settlement of Prisaca Dornei in Bukovina
- Preserving Ye Olde Family Documents
Manitoba
‘Generations’ - MGS, Winnipeg - June 2013
- Introduction to the Database for Hudson’s Bay Company Servants’ Contracts, 1776-1926
Ontario
‘Kindred Spirits’ - Durham Branch - Summer 2013
- story of John Gibson & Matilda Sloan Gibson of Port Hope
‘Trails’ - Essex County - Spring 2013
- Index of the Wills of Essex County from 1785 to 1869
‘Roots, Branches & Twigs’ - Kent Branch - Vol. 36 #2 2013
- Zone Townships – Early Marriages (four pages of Brides/Grooms names)
‘Lambton Lifeline’ - Lambton County - June 2013
- Early migrations from Halton/Peel to Plymouth Twp., list of names dated 1843-1871
‘London Leaf’ - London & Middlesex County - Aug 2013
- Williams Presbyterian Church in Willams Township, Middlesex County, covers marriages from
1839-1858
‘Norfolks’ - Norfolk County - Aug 2013
- Burials in the Windham/Old Our Lady of Lasalette Cemetery, list of names
‘The Ottawa Genealogist’ - Ottawa Branch - July/Sept 2013
- Early Bytown Settlers Index, list of names from J to L
‘The Tracer’ - Oxford County - May 2013
- Merchants, Manufacturers & Traders in Oxford County in 1877, for Beachville, Embro, Ingersoll,
Norwich & Tavistock, lists of names
‘The Tracer’ - Oxford County - Aug 2013
- Merchants, Manufacturers & Traders Generally in Oxford County in 1877, list of names for
Tillsonburg & Woodstock
‘The Quinte Searchlight’ - Quinte Branch - Sept 2013
- story of George Kilbank & Asenath Mundie of Stockdale, originally from England
‘SCAN’ - Simcoe County - Aug 2013
- Christian Myers & Catherine Wolff & their descendants of Innisfil, ON
‘Families’ - OGS, Toronto - Aug 2013
- Inheritance in Ontario: Wills & Other Records for Family Historians by Jane E. MacNamara (her
book is available from www.ogs.on.ca
- Seven Habits of Highly Effective Genealogists by Dave Obee
‘York Region Ancestors’ - York Region - May 2013
- article on Ethics & the Genealogist

My ancestors must be in a witness protection program!
(bumper sticker)
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WORDS FOR ALL TIME

ABRAM GARLOCK
DIED
May 15, 1879,
Aged 78 years,
6 Months &
23 DAYS
He is not dead, but gone before.
(Photos courtesy of Anne Cady)

A lengthy newspaper article (at left) in the ‘Watertown Daily
Times ‘(23 May 1879) describes in detail how Abram Garlock was
found by his son, face-down, drowned in a shallow creek, at 5 am.
I found the article on www.genealogybank.com long before I
realized we were connected, and saved it in my ‘Where Do They
Fit?’ file. (Image of the article reprinted here with permission.)
Upon investigating this branch of my family tree, I found that
Abram Garlock was my 4th great grandfather. He was married to
Catherine Timmerman, and is buried in Orleans Four Corners,
Jefferson County, NY. I have since found the article from ‘several
days earlier’ mentioned at the beginning of this posted article,
and it claims Abram “had of late been the subject of
bewilderment”.
I posted a photo request on www.findagrave.com, and Anne Cady
answered my request, posting these two photos of his headstone.
I have never come across an actual photo of Abram Garlock, and
perhaps never will. So, when I think of Abram, I see this
headstone, rather than a photo of his face.
(Submitted by Leanne (Garlock) Balfour)
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Member Spotlights
Faye (Croissant) Knoblick
My interest in genealogy began at an early age, listening to my mother Rosina (Lindemann) Croissant tell stories
and talk about family members that I eventually got to know. Consequently, over the years I have collected
obituaries/news items and written on pieces of paper any family information that came my way. My working
life was always office work and once retirement was on the horizon I decided to make ‘family history’ my
retirement priority. Thus, in 2010 I started on this very interesting journey into the past. My goal is to compile
enough information on all of my eight families to pass onto my children and other family members.
Hobbies include music, reading, travel and dancing. My husband Jim passed on in 1999; I have two sons, one in
Vancouver, B.C. and one in Edmonton, AB.
Family Names - ALL my families are Germans from Russia!

CROISSANT/SCHUETZLE – paternal grandparents
LINDEMANN/ANHORN – maternal grandparents
KNOBLICK/BEIERBACH – paternal grandparents (husband’s side)
TREIBER/TRAXEL – maternal grandparents (husband’s side)
CROISSANT – Jacob Sr. >b.1830 Edenkoben, Pfalz, Germany > d.1911 Friedrichsfeld, Russia
Jacob Jr. >b.1851 Rohrbach, Russia>1908 to Menno, South Dakota>1910 resettled in Hilda, AB (brought
his German Bible with him from Russia, this Bible is over 100 years old and in very fragile condition; has been
passed down and is now in my possession as I am the oldest of my siblings.)
Peter >b.1892 Friedrichsfeld, Russia>1918 resettled in Schuler, AB
Edward (my father) >b.1916 Schuler, AB >settled in Schuler, AB
The Croissants are descendants of French Protestant Huguenots of the 16th and 17th century.

SCHUETZLE – Karl >b.1858 Grossliebental, Russia >1908 to Menno, South Dakota >1914 to Schuler, AB
-

Lydia (my g/mother) >b.1899 Grossliebental, Russia

LINDEMANN – Jacob >b. 1819 Grossliebental, Russia >d.1877 Friedenstal, Russia
-

Johann >b.1850 Friedenstal, Russia >1883 to Eureka, South Dakota >1911 to Schuler, AB
Frederick >b.1890 Eureka, South Dakota >1911 to Schuler, AB
Rosina (my mother) >b.1921 in Schuler, AB

ANHORN – Gottlieb >b.1838 Alt Postal, Russia >d.1894 Russia
Johann >b.1873 Wittenberg, Bessarabia >d.1908 Jakobstal, Bessarabia
Lydia (my g/mother) >b.1899 Albota, Bessarabia >1909 to Medicine Hat, AB with her mother only,
Katharina (Stuber) Anhorn (came with other family members)

KNOBLICK – Martin Sr >b.1850 Grossliebental, Russia >1902 to south of Irvine, AB >1912 to Schuler, AB
Martin Jr. >b.1872 Alexanderfeld, Bessarabia >1902 to south of Irvine, AB >1912 to Schuler, AB
Fredrick (Jim’s father) >b.1904 Josephburg, AB >1912 settled in Schuler, AB
I have a copy of ‘Das Knoblauch Buch’ (The Knoblauch Book) written by a German Priest which strongly
suggests the original spelling was Knoblauch, then Knobloch, and finally Knoblich (today we use the Knoblick
spelling).
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BEIERBACH – Philipp >b.1817 Erdmannsweiler, Poland >1933 to Katzbach, Bessarabia
-

Yohannes >b.1854 Katzbach, Bessarabia >1903 to Josephburg, AB
Christina (Jim’s g/mother) >b.1880 Unter Albota, Bessrabia

TREIBER – George >b.1872 Neusatz, Russia >1911 to Regina, SK >1914 to Schuler, AB
-

Louise (Jim’s mother) >b.1912 Regina, SK >1914 to Schuler, AB

TRAXEL – Louise >b.1878 Goloby, Russia
This lady was my husband’s grandmother on his mother’s side of the family. In all these years, I have
only met one person that belongs to the Traxel family, a big challenge waits ahead!

Teresa Parasynchuk
I guess you could say my parents lived out in the sticks. It was far enough away from Medicine Hat that Mom
was not comfortable to be that far out in the country and have children. Therefore Mom went to live with her
parents for a bit before I was born so that we were closer to a hospital. (Lethbridge hospital, that is.) Mother
came from the Coutts area and maybe they had better roads and were closer to the city than the New Home,
Manyberries area where I was raised when I was brought home from the hospital.
My parents, EDWARD AND ELLEN (WATERS) MASER owned a ranch. I loved it. I was riding horses before I went
to school at the age of five, a tomboy from square one. Even though I did not have to ‘walk’ to school five miles
uphill etc., we did not get to Medicine Hat very often. Horses were used to feed cattle in the winter time, a big
garden was grown and we had milk cows, chickens, pigs and geese. I, of course, went with mom when she
milked the (five) cows. Curiosity, unfortunately, caused me to try my hand at milking at about five years of age.
This led me to actually learning how and later on doing chores - milking was one on them.
My mother, Ellen, taught at the New Home School before and after she was married. When I was five, Mother
was asked to teach at the Manyberries School, both being in the County of Forty Mile. The County School
Division made a special allowance for me to attend grade one, just so they could get mother to teach. A
wonderful teacher, Mrs. Warthoff was my first teacher. I attended Manyberries for the next 11 years and from
there to Medicine Hat for grade 12. School was the usual, but I was very involved in all the sports that I could
possible participate in. Being a country school it was baseball and track and field in the summer, basketball and
volleyball in the winter. Track and basketball were my favorite.
I broke my color bone one summer when my horse stepped into a gofer hole. When school arrived, my injured
limb was far too “broken” for volleyball but miraculously healed when basketball season came along. We had a
great team in grade nine, even if there were only six or seven of us. The team was made up of strong farm girls
and the city girls did not have our stamina and of course our talent! We therefore won the championship for
the County of Forty Mile and beat the girls at Alexander Junior High school in Medicine Hat.
From school I went to the Medicine Hat College. I was in the group that was the first to attend the college in its
wonderful new location. Looking back in the “Year 1” college year book I found out that a very special person
also attended the college – Ferdinand Schwab. We were not in the same classes, and many years later when I
joined the MHGS I finally met him. As many of the members know, Ferdinand was very involved with Germans
from Russia research. In college, I took Secretarial Science as my Uncle Boyd, who worked for the RCMP in
Germany, said that I could get a job with secretarial knowledge. He failed to mention that I needed to speak
fluent German.
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I did travel to Germany and enjoyed it immensely. With the help of my Great Aunt PAULINE SEEFRIED, I was
able to connect with my Grandmother AMELIA SEEFRIED MASER’s first cousin. This was a great trip for a
young teenager. I learned a lot about the different countries as I stayed with LYDIA KRONSCHNABLE and her
family for a week. This enabled me to actually see and visit the areas and see how everyone lived and worked.
My cousins took me to the Volkswagen plant (the Volkswagen Beetle built here) where most of the
Kronschnable family worked. (Here I was whistled at by all the Italian foreign workers- I guess blonds were not
common in Italy). In Fallersleben, where Lydia lived, I met a young man from Canada who spoke fluent German
and fluent English. With him I traveled to the “Wall” before it came down. I was always interested in history, I
just wish that I had done a little more “genealogy work” with my relatives when I was there. At that age,
unfortunately, we don’t realize how important it is to get pictures and stories before people pass away and later
when everyone else is either not interested or they do not like talking about their “German background”.
Arriving back in Canada, I continued my education, but this time I took a 2 year program in Business
Administration. This enabled me to learn more about the field of accounting, which I enjoyed much more than
the secretarial field. This I enjoyed so much I won a “$100” scholarship! WOW! It was in between these two
years that I married my husband, RICHARD PARASYNCHUK. That worked out quite well as we have now
celebrated our 40th anniversary. I also taught accounting at the Medicine Hat College, just after Jennifer was
born. The Dean of Business remembered Richard being at the presentation of my scholarship. He went to
Richard and asked him if he had married the blond – me. That is what happens with us women when we change
our maiden names!
After college, I became employed in the infamous Redcliff Glass Factory. I worked in the Industrial Engineering
division in the morning and the accounting department in the afternoon. I was not totally thrilled working there,
so I found a job working for the International Harvester Company in Medicine Hat. Not as my mother jokingly
told my Aunt, fixing combines and tractors, but looking after the accounting and bookwork for the company.
I retired from Doram Smith International to raise our family, Jennifer and Keith. For the next few years we were
busy with work, raising children and helping out at my parent’s ranch. Unfortunately just before I became really
interested in Genealogy, my mother Ellen Waters Maser died in 1985. Not only did I lose a very special person
but I am always wondering about her life and all the stories she could have told me about her parents and
grandparents. She would not have known her Great Grandmother, BARBARA ANNE GRESCHEL FISCHER, but
would hopefully have been able to tell me a few stories about her. I mention this, because a cousin has gotten
me interested in my mother’s maternal side and it has become very complicated. My grandmother, ANNE
MARY TREHUB WATERS, was born in Lethbridge but spoke Ukrainian and Bohemian (German). I did get some
information from Grandma Waters before she passed away in 1994 but she always wanted to know WHY I was
interested in all that! I now find that my Great Great Grandmother, Barbara Fischer, who was supposed to be
Bohemian (from the Czech Republic) immigrated to Canada from Orşova, Hungary. Not quite sure how the
connection comes about on that as Hungary, and especially Orşova is a bit away from Bohemia. So much for the
saying that people in those days did not move around!
Somewhere along the line, I met Patty Forbes. Patty was a member of a group that I belonged to as well as a
member of the Medicine Hat Genealogical Society. Patty and I must have talked about family and history and
the MHGS was mentioned. I became a member in 1988 and am still a member with Patty long ago quitting.
I did not get much accomplished in the first few years. I was never really sure what to do and where to start. It
is not the MHGS goal to do your research for you, they just give you the tools. With family and everything I was
doing I guess I just didn’t sit down and work on my ancestry. This all changed when I promised to do a program
one month. I planned a mini workshop with Barb and Merv Hamblin handling the English part, Betty Padfield
doing the Ontario research, and Deb Phillips doing a session on beginners’ genealogy. The area that I was
interested in at that time was the “Germans from Russia”. Ferdinand Schwab, a member at the time, (re: the
gentleman that went to College the same time as me) was asked to do that particular subject. Ferd was on
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oxygen at the time and said he was unable to help. I “picked his brain”, and from that time on have been
inundated with information – I just need to compile it. Another program that I did with Gwen Gogolinski was on
“genealogy without computers.” It ended up to be more organizing your genealogy. Both of these programs,
because you learn more than you teach, enabled me to really get into my research. By getting involved like
this, I really advanced my own research.
My main problem is that I tend to go in too many directions at once. I have done a fair amount of research on
my MASER, SEEFRIED and QUENZER lines but then someone comes along like Elemee Royer (another very
helpful MHGS member) with information on Huguenots, my English/French line. I was asking a general question
of the Lethbridge queries and ended up getting very involved with my mother’s maternal line. All the courses
suggest that you stay with one line till you are more or less finished with it before you move on. I keep thinking
that if I do that I will lose contacts or information.
So goes my interest in genealogy. It is like an addiction, but it is so much fun and I have met very interesting
people. In between my regular life of bookkeeping for different companies, grandchildren and family, I still try
and get as much research done as possible. I mentioned some of the names I am researching. The ones I missed
are (TODOSII TREGUB) TREHUBS (from Bukovina) and the STURLEY, BAKER, and DORMER (DEORME)
from England, Wales and France.

Gwendolyn Vasselin Gogolinski
I have been involved with genealogy since 1990. While visiting my cousin Malcolm Langille, and his wife Frances,
who lived in Truro, Nova Scotia the first week in July of 1990 I was shown an old family Bible that belonged to
DAVID AND ELIZABETH (FAIRWEATHER) LANGILLE. They were married on December 20, 1856 at River
John, Nova Scotia. Following this certificate there were three pages recording birth dates, marriages and deaths
of their children, and grandchildren, including my mother DOROTHEA ERNESTINE LANGILLE.
The old family spinning wheel that was originally owned and used by Inez (Davidson) Langille was displayed in
their living room.
So my curiosity was instantly challenged. I found out that the Langilles had arrived in Nova Scotia in 1752. The
Davidson ancestors had arrived in 1761, but their ancestor, DANIEL DAVIDSON, had been transported to the
Massachusetts Bay in 1650 supposedly by Oliver Cromwell when he exiled 900 prisoners.
Through the Davidson line, I managed to obtain membership in 1995 in the General Mayflower Society of
Mayflower Decendants from Plymouth, Massachusetts.
Anyone applying for this membership had to supply proof of birth, marriage, and death of your ancestors for
thirteen generations. My ancestor, Stephen Hopkins and his daughter, Constance were on the Mayflower in
1620.
Then I branched out to my father’s line, the VASSELINs, and HERVIEWs who had lived in Jersey of the Channel
Islands. In 1991, there were no computers, etc., for genealogists to obtain printouts of census, marriage, birth,
and death certificates, so I had to pay the Channel Island Family History Society about seven pounds per hour to
print out extracts from the Registrar of marriages, births and deaths concerning my ancestors. I also obtained
copies of the 1861, 1871 and 1881 census. It took them several hours to research all this information for me.

Paul’s grandfather, A.J. BAUTCH, who had immigrated from Wisconsin to Alberta in 1910 kept records
and letters which really helped me to research that side of our family. He kept these letters and
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memorabilia in an old trunk which he didn’t bother to take with him in 1922 when he left Alberta for
Independence in a hurry.
I haven’t found out any information about the Gogolinski ancestors previous to 1907 when SABIN
GOGOLINSKI travelled from Nowo Alexandro, Poland to Ellis Isand. He somehow managed to travel to
Max, North Dakota where he farmed for a few years and then came up to Pakowki, Alberta in 1913.
When he married Della Bautch on November 13, 1917, the marriage certificate states that his father’s
name was JULIAN GOGOLINSKI and his mother’s name was MICHAELINA POGOMESKI. Other than
that bit of information, I haven’t managed to find out any family secrets on that side. It is very difficult
to research family genealogy in Poland.
For the last year I have been busy writing and informative, descriptive, but nevertheless truthful story
concerning all of these ancestors. I think that although some people can boast about thousands of
ancestral names on their computer our descendants in years to come will appreciate stories about
their ancestors.
But a dedicated genealogist never closes their records to new information. Just recently, I obtained a
printout of the 1921 Canada Census which showed that my father, ERNEST VASSELIN, was farming on
the southwest quarter of 31-9-10. He had obtained this homestead in December of 1908 when he was
twenty-one years old. He farmed this quarter section and his pre-emption quarter, the SE quarter of
31-9-10 until 1957 when he and my mother, Dorothea sold their farm and retired to Medicine Hat,
Alberta.
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

Learning at the Library
(Submitted by Eileen Stahl)
Interesting articles in Family Tree Magazine September 2013 issue:
101 Best Websites for 2013 - I use a lot of the free websites found in
this article.
The Paperless Chase - Digitize your family history photos and
documents with these top 10 genealogy scanning tips from experts.
- For anyone wanting to start digitizing their documents and photos.
Discovering Scandinavian Roots - A great article for those starting their Scandinavian research.
Ask the Archivist - Disaster management at home. - In hindsight, some could have used this article
before the June flood, but always good to be prepared.
Document Detective - Petition for Naturalization. - What to look for in the document.
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Couldn’t Stand the Curiosity…
(By Leanne Balfour)
At a recent antique sale, I found this card in a box amongst a bunch of kids’ toys, action figures, and
miscellaneous postcards. I had to bring it home and find out more about this mysterious item: lovely
photo on the front, and some kind of presumable identification on the back, and embossed symbols on
both.
Thanks to Uwe Krickhahn, MHGS member and our inhouse translator, I now know more about this card.
This is what Uwe had to say:
“Interesting item…
It is an Identitätskarte für die Kaiserlich königliche
österreichische Staatsbahn. (A pass for the imperial
royal Austrian railroad.)
It is made out to Katharina, wife of Mr. Johan
Rossak.
Lokf: I would say it is short for
Lokomotivenführer or Locomotive Engineer.
Made out on November 8, 1913 Signed by Kathi
Rossak.
Hungary was part of the empire; subsequently, it
was made out in German and Hungarian.
Unfortunately the embossing is backwards. It should
been done from the back.
Not sure if it is worthwhile to remove the back to
show the imprint. If you look at it you can identify
some of the lettering.”
From this one card, we
have a name, a photo, a
signature, a spouse’s
name and job, and it
places Katharina in a
particular place at a
particular time.
(If Johan & Katharina
Rossak are in your family
tree, feel free to contact
me at my email address
on the back page. –lb)
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~~~ Lest We Forget! ~~~
(By Val Robinson)
In July, Lloyd and I went to Linz, Austria, where I was born. Our journey was a gift to me from Lloyd for
my "Big Birthday"!
Lloyd wanted me to see the country where I was born, and also to try and find the slave labor work
camp where my parents and family were taken during the war and forced to work for the Nazi
Regime. I also thought this would be a great opportunity for me to try to get a new birth certificate, as
mine was very fragile and the folds were deteriorating and coming apart.
My parents and my siblings were all born in the Ukraine, but I was not. My Dad and Mom farmed in
the Ukraine with my grandparents. In the spring of 1942 the German Army moved through the area
where my family was living. They intercepted and sent my family, and many other
Ukrainian families to work in forced slave labor camps in Austria.
I knew I was born in one of these camps in Austria, but I didn't know more than that. My birth
certificate states that I was "born" in the "Durchgangslager Nr.39" Camp in Linz, Austria. There were
no doctors or nurses in the camp to help with births - only other women in the camp who had
delivered babies. Lloyd and I were told that the Durchgangslager Camp where I was born was a "very
terrible camp". Apparently this was where they brought women from the Slave Work Camps to give
birth, and also it was a place where the Nazis interrogated "Prisoners of War", as well as anyone that
spoke out against Hitler and his Army. The
reason women were brought here to have their
babies was so that they would be interrogated
whether the child had German blood or
not. Apparently many women were raped by
the Nazis', if the child had German blood, the
child was taken away never to be seen by the
Mother again. My mother and I were fortunate
to survive, many who had complications didn't.
In the eyes of the German Nazis, we were not
worthy
to
have
medical help. The
Durchgangslager Camp where I was born was a
different Camp from the one where my family
lived. In the last few years the Camps have all
been destroyed, and the grounds returned to
fields and city property, etc. The only Camp
that remains is the "Mauthausen Death Camp".

Val is standing in the field where the Durchgangslager
Camp was located; where she was born. This Camp was
used for interrogation of Prisoners of War, as well as
those that spoke out against the Nazi Regime. The
women from the slave work camps were brought
here to give birth.

It was a difficult task Lloyd and I under took to trace my past in Austria, as the Austrians did not want
to remember or talk about this particular time in their life. They said they are not proud of what Hitler
did or the part they played in it. And, yes... some people are already denying that the extermination
of millions of people ever happened in these Death Camps, just as Gen. Eisenhower had predicted.
We were very happy to find out that the Mayor of Linz (where I was born) felt differently. He
authorized that the archives in Linz, include as much information as possible of this period in time. He
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felt that in order to "heal and move forward", the people of Linz and Austria must "come to terms"
with the role Austria played during the war. He said, even though they as Austrians are ashamed of the
part they played during the war... (It is) for this reason the horrors and the atrocities must be preserved
and remembered... for the sake of the young people, and the world, so this can never, ever happen
again. So that they and others can learn from History past, and hopefully prevent it happening in the
future.
Lloyd and I went to see the death camp "Mauthausen". It is just a
few kilometers outside of Linz. This was one of the many camps
set up almost all over Europe between 1933 and 1945 by the
National Socialist dictatorship for the exploitation and
extermination of its opponents. From 1938 to 1945, Mauthausen
was a name that spread fear and terror in the hearts of all people,
it did not matter what nationality they were, or what
religion. They would put German people into the death camps,
but would treat them more kindly, and sometimes let them go,
but many Austrians and German people were tortured and killed
because they spoke out against Hitler and his Army. There were
many POW Soldiers put to death here. My parents said that they,
as well as the rest of the people in the slave work camps, were
constantly threatened to abide and do what the German Army
said, or they would be sent to the death camps. If you spoke out
against the Nazi Regime, even in a whisper, in confidence to a
Above: Anna, Nick, Nina & baby Val. friend or family member, you could end up in the death camp. My
Below: Mauthausen Death Camp
Dad said, "You could not trust anyone” and always warned my

older siblings never to say anything
about the Nazis or Hitler for fear of
their lives. The German soldiers would
come to the slave work camps and get
men and women to go do different
types of work. They made my Dad and
my brother who was 14 at the time dig
people out of rubble after a bombing,
or they were made to rebuild infrastructure, etc., things that were
destroyed in bombings. There were
always armed soldiers watching the
people work, and if they didn't work
hard enough or if they rebelled they
would send them to the death camps.
Mauthausen was built on top of a
small mountain. This place was chosen because of the quarry stone. The prisoners cut large pieces
of quarry stone by hand, and then carried them on their boney shoulders up the steep steps, called the
"death steps" (186 steps). Before the steps were built in 1942 out of quarry rock, the steps had been
formed by randomly selected and loosely placed rocks and boulders of unequal size. Thousands of
people were shot or crushed to death by falling rocks. Mauthausen death camp was synonymous with
death through slave labor in the quarries. The quarry rocks were used to build infra-structure. More
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than 195,000 people were imprisoned in Mauthausen and its sub-camps, and more than 105, 000 of
them (both men and women) were killed there or perished as a result of the torments of camp
life. Most of the guards at Mauthausen and its sub-camps were members of the SS. "SS" stands for
"Schutz-Staffel", the special police force of the National Socialist Party (NSDAP). They were used to
guard the concentration camps, for the purposes of the German secret political police (GESTAPO) - one
of their functions being to carry out mass executions of Jews, Slavs and other people in concentration
camps. It is said, "Anyone putting on the SS uniform sold themselves to crime.”
The soil of this vast camp is soaked with the blood of thousands of innocent people. Many of the
children that were taken there with their mothers were killed by throwing them against a wall until
they died, and in the winter they would strip them and pour water over them until they froze to
death. They would make their mothers watch. This wall was called the Wailing Wall. It was the side of
one of the camp buildings. There were grates under the wall to catch the blood of the children and
then it would be flushed away. There were pictures in one of the buildings of many of the atrocities
that took place there. These pictures were taken by the SS guards themselves, and when Eisenhower
and his soldiers liberated this camp, they found many of these pictures in the guards’ personal
belongings. These horrific pictures now hang on the walls in the museum at Mauthausen
camp. According to the information at Mauthausen, the "SS" guards loved to watch the people suffer,
and did many cruel experiments on them. They injected their hearts with gasoline, chemicals or other
things, just to watch them die and to see what would happen and how long it would take. AND in
defense of their actions, they said this was for the cause of science!!
Camouflaged as a shower bath was the gas chamber. Cyclon B gas was channeled into the gas
chamber from a small room adjacent to it. There were three crematoriums there. The gas chamber
and crematoriums remain in place today as a grim reminder of the atrocities that took place here. The
ashes were dumped down a slope outside the camp walls; they called it the “Ash Pile".

(Above left) Entrance to Mauthausen Death Camp Crematorium and (above rt.) the Crematorium Ovens with
tributes left by tourists.

The people in the camp were not fed well. They would be given moldy crusts of bread, or they could
have about a half a cup of coffee, which was just colored water, but not both crust and colored,
tasteless so-called coffee. They were starved and made to work 11 hours a day, with very little
"rotten" food. The average life expectancy of a prisoner was from 6 to 9 months. Some records found
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showed that a prisoner rated as well-nourished weighed an average of 42 to 48 kilograms. However,
when the USA Army liberated Mauthausen, most of the adult men weighed only 28 kilograms.
I have only touched on a few of the appalling events that took place here; it is just too painful even to
think about. Those poor people, how they suffered. God bless them.

These are mounted Plaques honoring the USA Army for Liberating the Concentration Camps.

Thank you for taking the time to read my condensed story of our journey to my birth land. I found it
most difficult to tour the Mauthausen Death Camp, to see how these poor people suffered, the
atrocities that were performed there - it was heart breaking. Although I struggled to write this story,
because of the emotions I still feel in remembering what we saw, I feel it is important that people know
that this really happened. Especially to those people that say it never happened, and the proof is still
out there, if they would only open their minds, their hearts and their eyes and see the truth. So, dear
family and friends, we wanted to share our experience with you.
The Mauthausen Death Camp was liberated by Gen. Eisenhower and the USA Army on 05 May
1945. The USA Army relinquished the control of the Mauthausen Camp to the Soviets on the condition
that it would be turned into a Memorial for the victims of the Nazi Regime and for future generations to
view. Later the Soviets transferred the camp to the Austrian government on the condition that it be
maintained as a memorial for the victims. To remind future generations of what the National Socialist
tyranny of Hitler Germany meant for the Austrians and for all mankind, the Austrian Federal
Government set up a worthy memorial, a place of warning and commemoration, at the site of the
camp. Numerous countries have set up Memorials in remembrance of the victims of their nations. The
Memorial of Nations is located on the adjacent grounds of the Mauthausen Camp.
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PS… I was successful in finding the location of the camp I was born in as well as the camp that my
parents were sent to live in and work from. I also stood on each of these grounds - one is a farmer’s
field with a school at its corner (this is the location of the Durchgangslager Camp where I was born) and
the other is now a beautiful residential area (this is the location of the Grundberg Camp where my
family was taken to live).
Thank you to the wonderful Austrian people who were so kind, thoughtful, and helpful to both Lloyd
and me, in helping us to find the war time history of my family. Linz, Austria where I was born is very
clean and beautiful. It was awarded the "2009 Cultural Capital of Europe". Our hotel, the
Arcotel, overlooked the beautiful Danube River… we were about 200 ft. from the river Danube or Blue
Danube River as it is called. There were lovers of all ages and families, strolling arm in arm, young
couples pushing baby carriages and then there was music!!! Beautiful music in the air... the beautiful
sound of music floated up to our open windows on the 9th floor every night. It was wonderful to hear
and to see the lawn to the river filled with these happy people every night. They were strolling on the
path along the river, and some would come and sit on the rolling lawns visiting and admiring the river
flowing by and listening to the music in the air. Bands played nightly on an outdoor stage and people
from around the area came to listen. It was free of charge and there were different entertainers every
evening. The very talented muscians played voluntarily... just for the pleasure of it!
Our trip brought much sadness and much joy to both of us. Lloyd and I met some wonderful people in
our quest of finding the history of my birth place. Aloise, we will never forget you. Your earnest
help made our trip a total success and we look forward to continuing our friendship with you. I will
never forget the beautiful city, Linz, and the beauty of the mountains and the rolling Austrian
countryside. These memories will be forever engraved beautifully in my heart. And, my dear husband...
thank you for the gift of a lifetime!
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

~~~ Websites of Interest ~~~
TinEye -Do you have old photos of relatives, but have no idea who they are? Try TinEye – a reverse
search engine, so to speak – put in an image, and it will tell you if there is a copy of that image
anywhere on the internet. Someone else in your family tree could have the same photo, and may
know the answers… www.tineye.com
Free Optical Character Recognition – input your images to be converted in a wide variety of languages,
thus making them searchable. www.free-ocr.com
Ireland Reaching Out – “The nation’s reverse genealogy programme” works to identify people who left
the townlands, villages, and parishes of Ireland and trace them and their descendants worldwide. This
is a free service from this non-profit organization. It currently has over 500 parishes with active
volunteers and is continuing to roll out all other areas throughout 2013. www.irelandxo.com
Abroad in the Yard – A fascinating website with categorized articles dealing with genealogy, mankind’s
path through history, and scientific discoveries that connect the two… www.abroadintheyard.com
Old Maps Online – We know that through time, borders and settlements have evolved and vanished,
and this can cause difficulty in our research. Search your geographical areas of interest on this website
to pull up maps from the past. www.oldmapsonline.org
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The Census Taker
It was the first day of census, and all through the land
The pollster was ready, a black book in hand.
He mounted his horse for a long dusty ride,
His book and some quills were tucked close by his side.
A long winding ride down a road barely there,
Toward the smell of fresh bread wafting up through the air.
The woman was tired, with lines on her face
And wisps of brown hair she tucked back into place.
She gave him some water as they sat at a table
And she answered his questions...the best she was able.
He asked of her children; Yes, she had quite a few,
The oldest was twenty, the youngest not two.
She held up a toddler with cheeks round and red,
His sister, she whispered, was napping in bed.
She noted each person who lived there with pride
And she felt the faint stirrings of the wee one inside.
He noted the sex, the color, the age.
The marks from the quill soon filled up the page.
At the number of children, she nodded her head
And saw her lips quiver for the three that were dead.
The places of birth she'll "never forgot",
Was it Kansas? Or Utah? Or Oregon, or not?
They came from Scotland, of that she was clear,
But she wasn't quite sure just how long they'd been here.
They spoke of employment, of schooling and such,
They could read some and write some, though really not much.
When the questions were answered, his job there was done,
So he mounted his horse and rode toward the sun.
We can almost imagine his voice loud and clear,
"May God bless you all for another ten years."
Now picture a time warp, it's now you and me,
As we search for the people on our family tree.
We squint at the census and scroll down so slow
As we search for that entry from long, long ago.
Could they only imagine on that long ago day
That the entries they made would affect us this way?
If they knew, would they wonder at the yearning we feel
And the searching that makes them so increasingly real?
We can hear, if we listen, the words they impart
Through their blood in our veins and their voices in our heart.
-Author Unknown

(Submitted by Leanne Balfour)
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Lost Uncle’s Remains Likely Found
Canadian soldier buried as German by mistake in 1944
(By Peggy Revell, Reporter, Medicine Hat News – Reprinted with permission)
He fought and died for the Allied forces in
Normandy but the fate of Private First
Class Lawrence Gordon was always a
mystery.
However, more than half a century later,
research — and hopefully DNA — will
confirm he was mistakenly buried as an
unknown German soldier.
It’s “tremendous,” said Medicine Hat
lawyer Lawrence Gordon, nephew and
namesake of the lost soldier. “It gives you
some closure.”
Gordon is “99.9 per cent sure” that
remains exhumed from a grave at Huisnes Lawrence S. Gordon was killed in Normandy but his body was missing
Sur Mer in Normandy are that of his uncle until this year, when his nephew learned that he was likely mistakenly
Lawrence, greatly in part to 1942 U.S. buried as an unknown German soldier.
Army dental records documenting his uncle’s missing teeth. He was apprehensive as French officials exhumed
the body — but seeing the jaw taken out, with the identifiable tooth configuration was a “huge sigh of relief.”
“I had no doubt at that point that we had gotten the right
person.
“My uncle probably cursed when he had that tooth removed
but it may be the thing that will go the furthest at identifying
him.”
Gordon had often talked with his father about what happened
to his uncle. Little was known.

Gordon had trouble getting a straight answer
“The U.S. Army had never really given a good answer to
anyone.”
Lawrence was born in Eastend, Sask., and was working as a
farmhand in Wyoming when he enlisted in the U.S. army in
1942. He was killed in Normandy on Aug. 13, 1944.
NEWS PHOTO EMMA BENNETT

Lawrence R. Gordon, a Medicine Hat lawyer, has
been working with a French forensic team hoping
to identify the remains of his great uncle who
fought in the Second World War and was possibly
buried in a German cemetery.

In 2000 the U.S. Army informed Gordon that his uncle was
buried in the Brittany American Cemetery in St. James. Gordon
travelled there only to be then told there was no grave. No
body had been recovered. His uncle’s name was on the wall of
honor.
Gordon gave up.
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But in March 2012 he received a call from Jed Henry, whose grandfather had been in the same company as
Lawrence. A professional cameraman, Henry was working on a documentary to remember his grandfather and
the company.
“When (Henry) started checking the records, he found that 44 of the 200 in the reconnaissance unit had been
killed in action, and they had recovered 43 of the bodies. The only one they hadn’t recovered was my uncle
Lawrence,” said Gordon.
Using Gordon as the primary next-of-kin, Henry wanted to see
what information the U.S. Army had. They requested the files for
soldiers missing in action but these had been misplaced. Eventually
a Congressional Inquiry was initiated, and the files were found. One
file seemed to be the best match — and that body had been
shipped off to be buried as a German soldier.
Aug. 13, 1944. Normandy.
Lawrence was commanding a reconnaissance vehicle. He would
have stood in the turret alongside a gunner, with a driver and radio
operator in the front. An 88 mm tank shell landed, killing Lawrence
and the gunner immediately. The driver died two days later. The
radio operator survived.
On Aug. 14, the company fought ahead and was cut off. They
fought back out the next day.
A military policeman picked up two burned and unrecognizable
bodies. They were buried as “X2” and “X3” in a temporary
cemetery. Several months later, the bodies were dug up and
reprocessed.
Fingerprints identified X2 as the gunner. Nothing existed to help
identify X3 other than German clothing and equipment in the
grave. X2 also had a German raincoat.
“They were clearly, I think, scavenging along the way,” said
Gordon, as U.S. soldiers were stuck in their heavy wool winter
uniforms in August.

Lawrence Gordon, military photo

But the clothing meant “X2” was given over to the Germans, buried and then reburied again in 1963 at Huisnes
Sur Mer.
March 1, 2013.
Documents in hand, Henry and Gordon were in Germany talking with the Volksbund — Germany’s War
Commission. The commission was convinced Lawrence has been found. Permission was obtained from French
officials for an exhumation.
On Sept. 13, Gordon and Henry watch as the French officials exhume and documented the bones, taking seven
samples to gather DNA from. Gordon has DNA samples from the all eight of Lawrence’s nephews to be used for
matching.
Results are expected to take anywhere from one to three months, said Gordon, dependent on the difficulty of
extracting the DNA.
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“We’re hoping by Christmas time we have the response that it’s good news.”
Once the DNA results return, Gordon said they hope it’s enough evidence for the U.S. Military to put a rosette
next to Lawrence’s name at St. James. If considered “found” by the army, Lawrence is entitled to a burial with
full military honors in Arlington.
Or the family will finally bring him home to rest in Eastend.
“There will be a certain amount of justice in finally seeing this completed.”

(*Lawrence Gordon has kindly accepted a request to speak at our January 2014
meeting about his experiences regarding this case. Be sure to mark your calendars!-lb)
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

In The News…
Over 400 suitcases found in the attic of the Willard Asylum for the Insane in Upstate New York are
currently being photographed. When the patients died, many after several decades of residing at the
asylum, their belongings were locked away in the attic. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article2338714/The-chilling-pictures-suitcases-left-New-York-insane-asylum-patients-locked-away-restlives.html
For people with Irish roots – have you ever pondered where those Irish ancestors came from? Could
something as seemingly insignificant as a snail hint at their origins?
http://www.rte.ie/news/2013/0620/457766-snails-ireland/
“More than 100 family tree templates you
http://www.familytreetemplates.net/

can download and

print for free.”

at

Free digital images of historical Northern New York newspapers for the following counties: Jefferson,
Lewis, Oswego, St. Lawrence, Franklin, Clinton, and Essex. http://news.nnyln.net/index.html
Can you imagine finding your 200Xgreat-grandmother? DNA testing hit a home run when DNA from
5500-year-old remains in BC matched a living person.
http://www.vancouversun.com/technology/Breakthrough+study+links+woman+year+grandmother/86
22720/story.html
For those of us who think searching our Irish ancestry may be daunting, all is not lost. There is a
fantastic easily-read online guide to refer to – includes advice as to what records no longer exist, as
well as what records do exist (and for which years), and where to find these records. (One of the best
compilations I have seen. –lb)
http://www.ancestryireland.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/Irish-Ancestors-WPFG-2013.pdf
During the 1700’s and 1800’s, tens of thousands of Irish women were sentenced to board convict ships
for transport to Australia. Watch this captivating program (about 50 minutes long) that delves into
several particular cases and sheds light on the experiences of these women. (Click on “Mna Dibeartha”
to play the program.)
http://www.tg4.ie/en/player/tg4-player.html?gclid=CPbT3M2_-rkCFS4r2wodY2YAUQ
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My WWI Soldier - John Edgar Neil O’Brien
(By Leanne Balfour)
John Edgar Neil O’Brien (aka Jack; aka Bo) was my great grandfather. He was born in Winnipeg in 1894,
and was raised by John & Annie (McArthur) O’Brien, of Rainy River,
Ontario. Whether it was an official adoption, or (as quite common at
the time) a case of guardianship, we are not sure; it was Annie’s story
that she ‘got him’ in Winnipeg. This was something that John’s
children did not know until well into adulthood. I have been told
during my research that I am ‘up the creek without a paddle’ when it
comes to finding any documentation of this adoption or guardianship.
The first time John E.N.’s name appears in the Canada Census was in
1901, immediately following his parents, and curiously, though his
parents are both listed as Irish, he was listed as Scotch. The Scotch
was then stroked out and Irish written in. Another difference comes in
the Religion column: John Sr. is listed as Roman Catholic; Annie is
listed as Church of England, and son John E.N. John Edgar Neil O’Brien baby
photo, taken in Winnipeg.
is listed as Presbyterian!
It is unknown what happened to John O’Brien (Sr.), but by 1914 when John
signed up to go to war, Annie (his next of kin) was then “Mrs. L. LaFrance”.
Family stories say that John left home at 12 or 13 to work on the railway as he
did not get along with his stepfather, but I have been able to locate nothing
else about this L. LaFrance. By the 1916 Census, Annie was living in Winnipeg,
listed as Head of the household, and married, and son John was listed as being
at war. Mr. LaFrance was not with her.
John enlisted for military service on the 21st of September, 1914 at Valcartier,
th
John’s mother, Anna Jane Quebec. He served in the 8 Battalion of the Royal Winnipeg Rifles “Little
th
(Annie) O’Brien/LaFrance Black Devils” in France, and briefly with the 16 Battalion, for a total of 38
(maiden name McArthur) months. John was hospitalized several different times for various afflictions
and injuries (according to his military file). Through online war diaries, I have started to cross-reference his
Battalion’s actions with his hospitalization dates to find out more about his injuries. I have also been able to
track Annie’s several moves throughout John’s military records, as he was regularly sending money home to her.

John must have had an understandably tough time with the war – never being willing to talk about any
of his experiences. One reference that I have found states: "It had been a bloody war for the Rifles -only 90 remained of the 1,026 Little Black Devils who had entered the line in 1915. The casualty roll
carried more than 5,000 names, 1,356 of them had died.”1
Battle Honours for WWI for the 8th Battalion include: YPRES, 1915, '17; Gravenstafel; St. Julien;
FESTUBERT, 1915; MOUNT SORREL; SOMME, 1916, '18; Flers-Courcelette; Thiepval; Ancre Heights;
Ancre, 1916; ARRAS, 1917, '18; Vimy, 1917; Arleux; HILL 70; Passchendaele; AMIENS; Scarpe, 1917,
'18; Drocourt-Quéant; HINDENBURG LINE; Canal du Nord; Cambrai, 1918; VALENCIENNES; FRANCE
AND FLANDERS, 1915-18.2 To me, it is amazing he may have been in each these battles, and survived!
1

http://www.winnipegfreepress.com/arts-and-life/entertainment/books/welcome-history-of-royal-winnipeg-rifles85647187.html
2
http://www.cmp-cpm.forces.gc.ca/dhh-dhp/his/ol-lo/vol-tom-3/par2/rwr-eng.asp
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The only family recollection of John mentioning the war was regarding his dislike and shuddering upon
seeing some rats in down at the docks in BC, as it reminded him of the ones that he’d seen in the
trenches.
From his more than three years at war, I have a
couple treasures – a black handmade shawl-type
garment that he brought back for his mother, and
his original military discharge document. I have
heard that his military tags and helmet may be
somewhere within the family, but have yet to
confirm that.
John O’Brien survived the war, married Jessie
McInnes of Rainy River, ON, and had four children two boys and two girls. He went back to the
railway, working as a locomotive engineer, and also
was a long-standing member of the Masonic Lodge.
He passed away suddenly in August of 1957, and is
buried in Jasper, Alberta.

Above: John O’Brien (at right) in military uniform – other
two men are unidentified. Right: Headstone at Jasper, AB

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

$$$$ - ATTN: CO-OP MEMBERS - $$$$
Christmas and New Year’s are just around the corner, so when preparing for
the upcoming feasts, gatherings & road trips, please consider this:
MHGS receives a donation in the amount of 1% of the total purchases at our
local Co-ops when you turn your receipts in to us. (Valid on fuel, groceries, etc.)
(Receipts must contain a Co-op number belonging to a MHGS member.)

$$$$ These funds help to sustain our society Thank you for participating! $$$$
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Clockwork
By Kale Liam Hobbes
It has happened like clockwork since 1942. Every morning just before 11a.m. in Ottawa, Ontario, at the
Peace Tower on Parliament Hill, after pinning on his service medals, he marches across polished floors in
the Rotunda to the solemn Memorial Chamber that occupies the third level of the tower.
This chamber, built before World War II*, is a monument in itself to Canada’s war involvement, with fanvaulted ceilings, stained-glass windows and many carvings. Inlaid into the floor are brass nameplates made
from spent shell casings, gathered from the WWI battlefields of major participation.
Upon entering the chamber at just the right moment, your eyes
catch gleams of sunlight refracting from the stained-glass
window, “The Assembly of Remembrance.” Located on the
Chamber’s South wall, figures of saints and warriors stand vigil
over those named within the Chamber. It is flanked by the East
wall window, of men and women rallying to “The Call to Arms,”
while the West wall window hopes for the Future and “The
Dawn of Peace.” These stunning glassworks were not installed
until 1927.
Then you notice the massive niches surrounding you …
seventeen of them, each containing a white marble plaque. In
both official languages, twelve of these plaques represent our
military’s involvement from the Fenian Raids of 1866-1870 to
our latest peacekeeping missions overseas.
The remaining five plaques display literary passages in which
Canadians have found Hope and Comfort: John McCrae’s poem
“In Flanders Fields” is displayed in English (on Plaque #4) and
in French (on Plaque #14). Plaque #9 holds Psalm 139 from
The Bible. The poem, “On Going to the Wars” by Canadian
South wall stained glass window
writer Earle Birney occupies Plaque #7. Plaque #11 has an
excerpt from French-Canadian writer, Gabrielle Roy’s first novel, Bonheur d’occasion (The Tin Flute).
But the focal point of this Chamber is at its center: a stone altar -- a gift from England in 1926. It was
carved from a single-piece of Hoptonwood stone and rests majestically upon black marbled steps quarried
from Flanders Fields in Belgium. All the Coats of Arms of our provinces and (at that time) two territories
adorn the altar’s long body. Our nation’s crest decorates the short sides, while an inscription graces the
circumference of the altar’s tabletop. It is a quote from “The Pilgrim’s Progress from this World to that
Which is to Come” by English Christian writer John Bunyan:
“My marks and scars I carry with me, to be witness for me
that I have fought His battles, who now will be my Rewarder;
so he passed over, and all the trumpets sounded for him
on the other side.”
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Atop the altar, a brass display
case sits with a glass lid, attended
at each corner by an angel
kneeling in reverence (photo at
left). A massive open book lies
inside the case surrounded by all
this pomp and circumstance.
Six smaller altars form a
symmetrical semi-circle around
this centerpiece, each adorned
with similar cases. Inside all of
these cases, “The Books of
Remembrance” wait for his
white-gloved touch.
And at the stroke of eleven, they
awaken, for it is time when
Silence speaks.
Bells peal in the Peace Tower, as he snaps to attention underneath
the stone carving of the Memorial Cross, to open the wrought iron
gates before entering the empty Chamber. (It is rare that
spectators are given an opportunity to watch the ritual from
within.).
Marching to the center, he salutes the main altar, steps up to the
case, then bows his head before opening the lid, and gingerly
turns the vellum parchment - every page in each book is unique! closes the case, bows, steps back, and repeats his ritual again with
each of the remaining cases before returning back to the center,
where he salutes and smartly marches off.
As he exits, he passes under the statue of a mother holding her
children. Under this statue, a stone carving of an angel appears to record the names of those who sacrificed
their lives for this country.
And for the next 24hours, every book in the Chamber proudly tells of its own:
 WWI (at center)
 WWII (at South wall)
 Korea
 Newfoundland
 South African War / Nile Expedition
 Merchant Navy; and,
 In the Service of Canada
Silently declaring to all gathered around them: “Here are Our Heroes ~ We Remember Them Always”
Until just before 11a.m. the next morning, when he marches across polished floors in the Rotunda to the
solemn Memorial Chamber that occupies the third level of the tower…
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*NOTES:
 Conceived in 1916 by Parliamentary Order
 The Chamber (only 24feet by 24feet) was built in 1923, but it wasn’t until August 3rd, 1927, the Diamond Jubilee of
Confederation, when HRH the Prince of Wales (later King Edward VIII) officially dedicated the Memorial. It was then
opened to the public on Remembrance Day in 1928.
 In 1942, the First World War Book of Remembrance was place in the Chamber and the House of Commons Security
Services began the Turning of the Page Ceremony. With 66,655 names contained in this book, it remains the focal
point of the room to date.
 November 11, 1957: the Second World War Book of Remembrance was added to the Chamber with 44,893 names
 May 31, 1962: the South African War/ Nile Expedition Book of Remembrance was added to the Chamber on the 60 th
anniversary of the signing of the Peace of Vereeniging, which ended the war in South Africa. 283 Canadians are
contained in this book.
 November 11, 1962: Korean War Book of Remembrance gives tribute to 516 Canadians felled during this war from
1950 to 1953
 1973: Newfoundland Book of Remembrance honours 2,363 Newfoundlanders who died in the First and Second
World Wars. They are displayed in a separate book, as Newfoundland was NOT part of Canada’s Confederation until
1956.
 2003: Merchant Navy Book of Remembrance contains 2,199 Canadians who died while serving in critical re-supply
missions during the First and Second World Wars
 November 11, 2005: In Service of Canada contains 1,700 names
*REFERENCES:
 [website] Veterans Affairs Canada
 [website] Parliament of Canada
http://www.parl.gc.ca/About/Parliament/Publications/Memorial/Memorial-e.asp

Queries Korner
(Submitted by Leanne Balfour)
We have been fairly busy with queries over the last while… Here were some of our challenges and how
we handled them…
First, from Doreen:
Ron Zinck, from the Lunenburg Country, NS area, contacted me through Nova Scotia Roots Group on
Facebook and was looking for a 1/2 brother, Angus A Baker, of his great grandfather who is said to
have died in Medicine Hat in the mid-20th century. I could not find an Angus A. Baker but did sent him
information on six Angus Bakers, with various middle initials and names, one in Medicine Hat Hillside
Cemetery, and the rest I found in the Alberta Cemetery database in other places. He is going to
compare his information and get back to me and I will get a photo of the headstone for him if possible.
Ron is constantly putting records he comes across on this Facebook Group. I have found information
relating to my Nova Scotia ancestors in this group.
And from myself:
Lynette Leach was searching for a photo of the New Home School at Manyberries. Thanks to Teresa
for finding an excellent photo of the school & teacherage in her own files, enabling us to pass it on to
Lynette.
Linda Hole from Calgary, AB, was in search of information about her great-grandfather, James Hole.
James was a Medicine Hat alderman in the 1930’s, and is buried in Hillside Cemetery. I directed her to
the www.esplanade.ca website, where photos of James can be found, and also to the Peel’s Prairie
Provinces website, where the Redcliff newspapers of the time are searchable. He was mentioned in
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several issues of the Redcliff News. Also directed her to the Our Future Our Past website, where
certain years of the Medicine Hat newspapers are online to browse.
Dana Moen in Brainerd, Wisconsin contacted me via The Organized Genealogist on Facebook and
wanted information on a great grand aunt Rebecca Shere McCaig, who was lived in Medicine Hat and
was married to William McCaig, and had children Ethel, Jessie, Loyd, William and Violet Mae.
Photographed William & Rebecca’s headstones for her, and also sent on history book entries regarding
daughter Ethel and Ted Adams and two obituaries.
Margaret Miller of Apple Valley, Minnesota, was looking for a marriage date for Christian Hole and
wife Amanda, as well as number of children. There was quite a bit of information for this family in area
history books, so passed that on. Margaret has six more couples for whom she requires marriage
information, however the other couples are proving a little more difficult to find…
Lyle Braden of Dawson Creek, BC, was interested in finding descendants for the Shirley and Howard
Atkinson family – both of them being buried in Hillside Cemetery. Passed on possible descendant
information for him to check out. Have not heard if this information we provided was useful.
Mark Sakamoto contacted us searching for a particular article that would have been published in the
Medicine Hat News in 1948, about his grandparents Margaret Mitsue Sakamoto and Bob Hideo
Sakamoto being the first Japanese family that moved to Medicine Hat. We offered Mark research
options.
Ernest Pritchard from Lincolnshire, UK, contacted us looking for information about his uncle Edward
Herbert Pritchard. EHP seemed to disappear from the records in England about 1926, but he was
known to have lived and died in Medicine Hat and is buried in Hillside Cemetery. Edward was
wondering if we could find out when his ancestor came to Canada. As luck would have it, Edward’s
obit mentioned that he came to Canada in June of 1947, and Edward’s wife’s (Alice (Chase) Pritchard)
obit claimed they came over in 1948. If either is the case, this provides Edward another 20 or so years
to search for Edward & Alice in England. As well as Edward & Alice’s obits, I also forwarded their
daughter Shirley Zimmerman & son-in-law Lester Zimmerman’s obits. Edward was very pleased to
have a specific time to search for further information, and also that Shirley’s obit included a photo.
Also sent photos of headstones for all of these people.
A lawyer’s office, which we will leave unnamed, required our assistance in tracking descendants of a
person who had passed away.
We have recently received another wonderful note from Faye & Florence Ryder in BC, thanking us
again for the research session Mel, Clarence and I had with them in the summer of 2012. They had
been doing research on the Daniel Hinke/Henke & Tallman families. Faye and Florence were passing
through Medicine Hat again in early September of 2013 on another genealogical sightseeing trip, and
stopped in at our library to say hello! Very nice to see them again!
Bunny & Mike Litchfield from Kentucky stopped at our library on Sept. 11 to research Joseph Francis
Cox, who was involved with St. Ambrose Church, and Joseph’s sister-in-law Maryanne Dickin. Both
passed away in the 1930’s and are buried in Hillside Cemetery. Doreen, Eileen and I assisted Bunny.
Sharon Acheson from Spruce Grove, AB recently stopped in to thank us for our work on the
Zajdler/Saidler query from a year ago, and to further investigate leads. I believe Eileen, Clarence and I
all contributed to the original query research.
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If it were to be, maybe there was a way to make this
trip something really special!
The hoghead
(engineer) was also a spare board engineer; two
young guys in the cab! This could lead to a little
rule-stretching and a ride that I would remember.
And, I did – for the rest of my life!

The Day We Let Her Out…©2000
By Clif Chapman
(All World Rights Reserved;
Printed with Permission)
I had been working as a fireman for the Canadian
National Railways for over five years when the call
came: “You’re called, passenger south #194 for 6.05
o’clock, engine 5121”. I loved it! Working the spare
board out of Kamloops in 1956, I could expect
anything and go any direction. It could be a nasty,
long and heavy drag south in the dead of the night,
a slick run east or west on the mainline passenger
or, like this, a wonderful early morning run to
Kelowna in summer weather and on a high-stepping
Pacific Class J-4-d [4-6-2] steam locomotive like the
5121! I took the call, hung up the phone, and lay
back with a grin. I loved steam. Diesels were
coming on strong and our
beloved steam locomotives
were disappearing. Could
this be my last run on this
beautiful high wheeler? I
had fired her on many
other runs but she was
close to replacement. The
thought sickened me.

There she was, sitting on the shop track, her jacket
gleaming black and liquid in the breaking light of
dawn. Her high drivers bore the proud symbol of
her earlier glory days – white painted sidewalls, the
mark of a passenger engine. I swung up and into
the cab and again experienced the rush that I
always got, alone in the cab of a classic steam
locomotive. The dynamo whined to life as I found
the cross-handled valve over the boiler. Her cab
lights mellowed out the scene, bathing her gauges
and deck in that special off- yellow glow that spelled
mystery and power. These were special moments
and I wanted them to last. I set a spot fire in her
firebox,
checked
the
flagging kit, lit the lamps
and did my fuel and water
checks before the hoghead
arrived.
We were soon off the shop
track and backed onto our
train, ready for the air test
and orders. Passengers
scurried about and as
always, stopped for a
closer look at our beautiful
engine.
People always
waved at us and we were more than happy to
exchange waves. Engine crews were the unofficial
ambassadors for the railway; there was a rapport
that I really never understood but shamelessly
bathed in none-the-less. B-O-A-R-R-R-D!
The
conductor did his version of the “All Aboard!” heard
everywhere in North America. Each conductor had
his signature shout just as each engineer had his
signature engine whistle – a little something special.

No one can adequately
describe the feeling of
sitting astride a pulsating
giant of a steam locomotive
as it flies over the steel with drivers and side rods
flashing, steam from the stack inking its way over
the cab roof in a sweep of heat and thunder.
Sometimes when I racked the folding window back
flat against her sides and leaned out into rush of
wind along her boiler, I couldn’t believe I was being
paid to fire one of those beauties. It was pure
ecstasy. Now they were all oil burners, and I no
longer had to sweat on the deck heaving twenty
tons of coal on a round trip. Today, I could sit up on
the seat box and watch the world go by while my
educated right hand kept just the right amount of
oil, boiler water, boot damper, atomizer and
burner- damper working in harmony. Would this
really be my last thrill-ride aboard a passenger
steamer?

We stretched our train out of Kamloops Junction
and were soon rattling across the bridge over the
South Thompson River and pulling into Kamloops
station where the real trip would begin. From here,
we were onto the C.P.R track, headed for Campbell
Creek.
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God! What a morning. The sun was inching up,
splashing color along our boiler as we flashed over
the rails on the CPR heading for Campbell Creek.
There, we headed off onto the CNR track and
leaned into the hill (a maximum grade) and
pounded our way up and through the 475 foot
tunnel at mile 20.4. The tunnel was unlined, rocky
and jagged, but worse, it was on a sharp curve and
heavy grade. If she lost her feet (started slipping on
the tight curve and grade) going into the tunnel, it
was a mad fight to get her back; it took forever to
burst out the other end of the tunnel and into fresh
air. It was the custom to whip off your hat as you
went into the tunnel, grab it by the peak, hook it
under your chin and breathe through it for the
whole distance. Neither crew member saw out the
windows, and I always prayed nothing was down in
that smoking void because we would be into it
before we ever knew about it. The alternative was
to keep your hat on and your eyes open. You would
see nothing but dense smoke in the cab and could
be nearly unconscious before you reached the end.

talk didn’t just swing that way, I was secretly guiding
it. You see, I had a plan. From the time I found out
that my engineer was going to be young Fred (I am
withholding his last name because – well, we broke
a few rules that day) I began planning how this
could be a run to remember. I talked about the
history of the Pacific Class locomotive and the speed
this beauty could reach. I talked about how pitiful it
was to let this lady of grace go down without one
last chance to show her stuff. Fred began to lean
forward on his forearms and a light formed in his
eyes and face. We were both envisioning those
drivers and side rods making an explosive drive for
home, smoke roaring flat back kicking the coach
tops and sending a message – “this lady is going out
in style!” I didn’t want to push Fred too hard but I
could see he had the same idea as me now. If the
chance presented itself, this was going to be one
hell of a ride! Finally a ‘to-hell-with-it’ grin broke
out on his face and he said, “If they don’t stick us at
Campbell Creek and we have some time to make
up, you just keep her hot, I’ll do the rest.”

With that bit of unpleasantness behind us, we
gained the summit and wheeled down on our way
to Falkland, Armstrong, Vernon and Kelowna and all
the beautiful little spots in between. The serene
and picturesque little brook near Sweetsbridge
came into view and the warm memories of fishing
there with my brother Buck came flooding back.
Gorgeous orchards flashed by, heavy with ripening
fruit. These soon gave way to the jeweled waters of
Kalamalka Lake as it shimmered into view. Early
morning vacationers burst out their doors to wave
to a passing dream. Little boys, eyes as big as
banjoes, cringed at the sounds but could not look
away as we swept by. We returned their waves and
gave them special lonely whistle tones as only a
steam whistle could.

The pact was made. I knew what he meant about
Campbell Creek. Usually, due to heavy express
loads, we would arrive there thirty minutes or more
late. They would then stick us with a “run-late”
order, Campbell Creek to Kamloops. This meant
that even though we wanted to make up the time,
we were under orders not to violate our run-late.
Rules could be bent a little; orders, never.
As we made our way back to the bunkhouse and
prepared for our trip home, I said a little prayer,
“Please, no run-late!”
The return trip is a blur in my mind now. I was so
focused on our one chance for history that nothing
else really mattered. As we tipped over the hill at
Monty Lake and started the run down to Campbell
Creek, I saw Fred shoot a glance my way. He hadn’t
forgotten. I felt a little guilty, for what I was
proposing could get us both suspended – or worse.
At last, we swung out onto the relatively flat
approach to Campbell Creek. As I looked at the red
order board I almost resigned myself to the fact that
they would sink all my plans with a run-late.

It was over too soon. We flashed by Rutland,
tipping over the hill to make our run into Kelowna.
We had a lay-over of a few hours in Kelowna and it
was the drill for the engineer and fireman to go up
town and enjoy a relaxing lunch before it was time
to head back. Fred and I did just that and before
long we were ensconced in a booth talking – what
else – rail-talk!

While we sat waiting for the orders to come up,
Fred looked over and said, “I know what you’re
thinking. If they don’t stick us, you are going to get

The talk swung onto the subject of “last runs” and
the loss of our beautiful engine. Well actually, the
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your ride”. We were due at Campbell Creek at
20.20 o’clock. It was 20.56.
Thirty-six minutes
late – now this had potential! They hooped up the
clearance on my side and I fanned the orders out
quickly and passed them, as was the tradition, to
the engineer. He held up his hand and said, “You
read them.” I checked the order numbers on the
clearance with the orders attached. They were all
routine! No run late! God, this was it! I had a grin
on my face from ear to ear. “No run late, Fred,” I
shouted. He grabbed the orders and we went over
them again like a couple of kids – hell, we were a
couple of kids. The signal line whistle gave two
shrill blasts. Highball! As we started into the
crossover to the CPR mainline 136lb steel, Fred said,
“Just keep her on the pin (full steam pressure) and
hang on.” I wanted to sweep my hand over the
nape of my neck to check if my hair really was
standing up. It sure felt like it! The pops (relief
valves) were singing as 200 pounds per-square-inch
of superheated steam looked for a way out. We
cleared the switch and were looking at a straight
stretch of the finest roadbed in the country. Fred
was about to show that steam the exit.

highway. Drivers and their passengers looked in
awe. They would never see this sight again. To my
knowledge, no Pacific Class steam locomotive had
smoked this stretch of rail at that speed – ever!
As Fred set the air for Kamloops, and the brakes
gently brought our lady back to safety, I slipped my
gold Hamilton railroad watch into my hand. At first,
I had trouble seeing; there was a little too much
moisture in my eyes, and not from the wind. Then, I
did a double take! The CPR’s crack passenger train,
the Dominion, had a running time of nineteen
minutes to the Kamloops station over that same
stretch of track. We had just made it to the outer
switch in twelve minutes flat!
I can still see the conductor walking up to us in idle
conversation as he slipped his watch out of his vest.
He stopped dead in his tracks, rubbed the crystal a
couple of times and shouted up, “What time do you
make it?” He suddenly realized that he had just
made a bit of history himself but wasn’t about to
admit it – there were far-reaching implications – all
crewmembers are equally responsible. With a
twinkle in his eye, he shouted up, “Didn’t even spill
a coffee – she went around those curves like a piece
of piano wire.”

With the reverser (valve cut-off lever) in the corner
and the pops about to burst, he drew that throttle
out to the stops. She responded with sharp
staccato exhausts, her 69 inch drivers fighting for
footing on the polished steel. The sanders were on
and she bit into the rail, lifting those coaches and
passengers behind us in an easy sweep of power
and acceleration. What a moment! As she reached
her maximum at that valve setting, Fred coaxed her
on faster and faster, “hooking her up” with shorter
and shorter valve strokes. She began to fly and I
had her so close to popping that I had to be careful
to catch Fred’s hand motion if he touched the
throttle; I would have to cut back quickly on the fire
or she would lift her pops and water could lift into
the cylinders, blowing the heads in a disastrous
explosion.
She was reaching the steam
locomotive’s equivalent of Mach l. The rods were
an impossible blur. She began to shake from the
momentum of over 200 tons of steel, water, oil and
steam catapulting through space. I could no longer
read the gauges. They shook so violently that I was
running on instinct alone. It was time. Fred’s hand
came up and he gently eased her off. At the same
time, my right hand trimmed the firing valve in
unison to keep her steady. I glanced out at the

When I swung down to the ground at Kamloops
Junction I knew. This was my last steam passenger
run. This beautiful lady was going to be put to
rest.*
Rest well old gal, you will always live in the hearts of
any who saw you that day; the day we let you out.
*Authors note: CN records record the 5121 was
scrapped July, 1957. We miss you old girl.

(Left: Staff Sergeant Clif
Chapman – Retired,
Edmonton
Police
Service; photo circa
1985 at Jasper Place
Station)
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~ ~ ~ Book Review ~ ~ ~
(By Marlene Smith)
If you have ever considered using DNA for your family research, I highly recommend reading this book
called “The Juggler’s Children” by Carolyn Abraham. The book is very well written and the research is
excellent, it goes way beyond the twelve markers that are commonly used by something like Ancestry
DNA. The book is very entertaining, often humorous, but above all informative and educational in the
field of DNA research for family history, it is definitely a page turner book!
Following is the book forward as taken from the jacket cover “Can DNA solve a family mystery – or two??
“Long before she was an award-winning journalist, Carolyn Abraham was a kid
who couldn’t tell her friends where her family came from: it took too long to
explain. A child of colour, three continents and, it seemed, too many countries to
list, she would frequently ask her parents a deceptively simple question; “What
are we?”
“The family tree wasn’t much help. On each side loomed a great-grandfather
shrouded in mystery. One was a sea captain and the other a circus juggler. Both
were nomadic men who turned up in India in the nineteenth century, and neither stuck around long
enough to dispel or confirm the legends that grew up around him. One died young, a hero, and the
other, an alleged murderer, disappeared. Leaving behind little more than their genetic legacies, they
and their stories haunted Carolyn since childhood.
“As she reported on developments in genetics, she began to wonder – could the genes these man
passed down to her family somehow reveal the secrets they took to their graves?
“Filled with the humour and warmth of the most engaging family memories, and the suspense of
unearthing the genetic stories in all of us, the book - The Juggler’s Children is a global journey that
speaks to the heart and mind. It’s a poignant ride through history and modern science that raises moral
quandaries and explores the power of DNA to upend family myth, or cement it. As she searches for
answers, Carolyn Abraham strips bare the fabrications of race and makes clear that in all the world
there really is only one family tree.
“About the author: CAROLYN ABRAHAM is the author of Possessing Genius: The Bizarre Odysseys of
Einstein’s Brain, which was a finalist for the Governor General’s Award for Non-fiction. The long-time
senior medical-science writer for the Globe and Mail, she is a four-time winner of the Canadian Science
Writer’s Association’s annual award for her medical reporting and winner of two National Newspaper
awards. She lives with her family in Toronto.”(End of quote)
RANDOM HOUSE CANADA – publisher
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Breaking News: Scientists Pinpoint the Origins of Piles of Genea-Crap
By Kerry Scott on 25 April 2011
(Reprinted with permission)
MILWAUKEE, Wisconsin—Scientists at Clue Wagon Worldwide Headquarters announced today that they have
found a way to trace the origins of the mysterious piles of crap that appear on the desks of genealogists
whenever they get near a computer. “We’ve seen this play out time and time again,” said genealogist-ologist
Dr. Pat Smith, who studies genealogists in their natural habitats. “Genealogists sit down with every intention of
doing good work, sticking to their research plans, and carefully entering information into their databases. Then
they get distracted, and three hours later, they’re buried in a pile of printouts and empty candy wrappers. It’s a
problem.”
Dr. Smith says he’s invented a device that tracks the actual thought patterns of a genealogist as she sits down to
do research on the internet. To demonstrate, he hooked the new device to an unnamed genealogist in
Milwaukee. Here’s a transcript of the actual thoughts in the genealogist’s brain as she sat down to enter some
data into her database:
[BEGIN TRANSCRIPT]
Okay, I’m totally going to enter stuff in my database. Here is my pop. Here is my box of Kleenex. I’m ready to
go.
Okay, here’s Luella Woolley. Do I have her picture in there? No? Lemme go get that. [open photo
manager]. Oh, hey, look, there’s my kids. Have I tagged those photos of them from our vacation
yet? Nope. [tag tag tag]
No, wait, stop that. Focus on Luella. I’m entering Luella in the database. Got her picture…uploaded. Okay. Let’s
pull her folder from the file cabinet. Hey, haven’t looked in here for a while. There’s the name of the funeral
home. Did I write to them? Do that now. [type type type] Hey, did I check the newspaper since they added to
the GenealogyBank collection? [check check check]. Not there. Maybe under first name? Kid’s name? Hey,
what’s this interesting article?
Okay, no, focus on Luella. I’m supposed to be entering her stuff into the database. [enter enter
enter] Wait. Have Luella and Albert been added to the Minnesota Marriage Index yet? [check check check] Not
there. Maybe this spelling? [check check check] Maybe that spelling? [check check check] Hey, I probably should
be writing this down in my research log. Where is that form? [shuffle shuffle shuffle] Hey, this form is kinda
sucky. Should I remake the form? Yes. [type type type]
Wait, no, no remaking forms. Focus. Focus on entering stuff in the database. Except…what if I search the
marriage index for just her first name? What will happen if I type just “Lu” or “Lou”? [check check check] It
would help if I had her maiden name. Can I find her in an early census? When was she born? Is that in the paper
file? [shuffle shuffle shuffle] Okay, she was born in October 1883 according to the cemetery. Let me check all
the Luella’s born around then in the 1900 census. [check check check] Hmmm. None of these look like a direct
hit.
Wait. I have her in subesequent censuses. Where were the parents born? [shuffle shuffle shuffle] No, none of
these match. Hey, is she on Find A Grave? [check check check] Oooo, look. There she is…but there her birth
date is listed in 1882. Go back and check all of the Luellas in the 1900 census born in 1882. [check check check]
Hey, I’m kinda hungry. Any chocolate Easter candy left? [pillage pillage pillage] Holy cow. Two chocolate
bunnies. The kids will never miss these. [chomp chomp chomp]
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Wait, no. I’m supposed to be entering stuff in the database. And I will, just as soon as I put stamp on the letter
to the funeral home. Where are the stamps? [shuffle shuffle FREEZE] HOLD THE PHONE. Could they have
gotten married in Washington State? They lived there later. Maybe they married there, came back to
Minnesota, and then left again. What sort of records would Washington State have online? [google google
google]
Hey, what’s this? Washington Digital Archives? HOLY COW!! PAYDIRT!!! Print! Print! Print!! Oh, and
PRINT!!! ADD PAPER!! HOLY COW!!! LOOK AT ALL THIS GOOD STUFF!! PRRRRIIIINNNNTTTTT!!!
[END TRANSCRIPT]
Dr. Smith reported that the genealogist in question spent three hours and 12 minutes on this. At the end, she
still hadn’t entered Luella Woolley’s information into her database, but she now had a big pile of stuff she had to
sort through. Additionally, she failed to start dinner on time, so her poor family had to eat the Mama-GotCarried-Away-on-the-Internet Dinner (frozen pizza and breadsticks made from dough that comes in a pop-open
can).
Dr. Smith’s next project will be to study the nutritional deficiencies of the children of genealogists.
(Find Kerry Scott’s other entries in her genealogy blog at http://www.cluewagon.com/)
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
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